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PROTECTION OF CORPORATE INFORMATION
ON MOBILE DEVICES

InfoWatch Device Monitor Mobile supports 
smartphones and tablets running Android 
and iOS mobile operating systems

BYOD: CONTROL RATHER THAN PROHIBIT

Product security policies are configured in a way to make the analysis system react to the transfer of secured 
data only. For example, a scanned copy of contract sent to a personal email box will be considered as an 
incident while a photo of the friends posted in a social media will be ignored.

Once you allow one employee to access business systems with a mobile device, the next day you will see a 
crowd by the door of your IT organization, demanding the same access. Everyone loves ease of access to the 
corporate apps and systems with smartphones and tablets till the access is not subject to any security. Be it 
a personal or company-owned smartphone, employees still use it for personal communications from time to 
time and want to keep privacy.
Protecting mobile devices with InfoWatch Device Monitor Mobile enables you to kill two birds with one stone.

InfoWatch Device Monitor Mobile is a mobile device monitoring module available as part
of InfoWatch Traffic Monitor

InfoWatch Device Monitor Mobile brings control over employees' activities with emails, websites, photos and 
messengers on their mobile devices.

That said, employees can use smartphones and tablets in full and remain as efficient as usual; the solution 
just mitigates the risk of confidential information leakage via a mobile channel.



FEATURES

InfoWatch DMM Lite, available for download on Google Play, enables control over mobile 
device camera, SMS sending, and geolocation coordinates changing. Android 4.x and 5.x are 
supported.

Camera control
Interception and shadow copying of photos

Messaging control
Interception and shadow copying of incoming and outgoing 
messages

iMessage control Not
applicable

Android iOS

WhatsApp Messenger chat analysis and archiving

Application control
1. White lists of apps allowed on employees' mobile devices
2. Blocking games, entertainment apps and other chronophages
on the black list

Email control
1. Email traffic interception and shadow copying
2. Control over SMTP, POP3, and IMAP email client messages 
and attached files

Web traffic control
1. HTTP/S traffic interception and shadow copying
2. Control over web emails and attached files (Gmail, etc.)
3. Control over posts and file uploads on websites, social 
media, and cloud storages (Facebook, Dropbox and others)

Not
applicable

Not
applicable



SMS, EMAIL, SOCIAL MEDIA AND CLOUD STORAGES

InfoWatch Device Monitor Mobile monitors SMS communications, outgoing email traffic and posts on the 
Internet, including social media and cloud storages. Information security officer will immediately learn 
about any attempt to disclose sensitive data to anyone outside the company.

SCREEN CAPTURE CONTROL
Over a long period of time, screen photo, i.e. taking a picture of desktop screen with a mobile device, was a 
favorite method of bypassing information security. As soon as your corporate smartphones are secured by 
InfoWatch Device Monitor Mobile, all photos taken with employees’ smartphones will be checked for 
confidential information and archived on InfoWatch Traffic Monitor server.

INCIDENT PREVENTION
Leveraging a powerful toolbox, InfoWatch Traffic Monitor analyzes whether outgoing emails and Internet 
posts violate corporate information security policies. InfoWatch Traffic Monitor is managed from a single 
web console, letting an information security officer easily set up policies, investigate incidents, and make 
reports.
The agent installation can be easily handled by any security officer or system admin right in InfoWatch Device 
Monitor management console. The agent is reliably secured against detection or removal by users.

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Mobile games eat up tons of time and reduce staff productivity during the day. InfoWatch Device Monitor 
Mobile can manage a list of apps allowed on smartphones and tablets in your organization, while blocking 
the installation of games and potentially dangerous apps.



HOW DOES IT WORK?
Installed on a mobile device, a software agent intercepts web traffic, messages and photos and pushes them 
to InfoWatch Device Monitor module for further analysis, archiving and making incident decisions.
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